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The dome in Victoria Square is part of a shopping centre Project which is being developed in Belfast, Northern Ireland. It is a single-layer 

dome conceived by LANIK and commissioned by SPACEDECKS LTD., which responds to a spatal structure formed by a series of 

triangles composed of diagonal and parallel beams.

From a formal point of view the dome cross-secton has a lancet arch shape. The diameter of the base circle is the same as the span of 

the aforementoned arch and measures 36.07m and is composed of arch forms with a 23.205m radius. The height of the dome from the 

base to the crown is 21.667m.

The dome’s shell behavior is obtained as it is formed by a series of triangles which in turn are formed by parallel and diagonal elements. 

It has a total of 12 horizontal planes in which the parallel elements are arranged, plus the crown in the dome. The number of diagonal 

elements in each level varies, in that the dimensions of the triangular elements are relatvely uniform in all of the dome area. Hence the 

parallels elements in the seven lower levels are divided into 36 elements. The remaining levels are divided into, 30,24,18,12 and 6 

elements respectvely.

The roof rests upon 36 elements designed to the efect by LANIK, on a 1.093m deep circular truss, the same size as the base of the 

dome. This trusswork form is set on 10 latcework columns. Due to the irregular arrangement of the support trusses, the dome support 

elements generally rest upon the upper chord of the truss.
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